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Abstract 

The effect of a large amplitude Langmuir wave on the Weibel instability in a plasma with an electron beam is studied. 
The electromagnetic perturbation couples to the Langmuir wave to give rise to two Langmuir sideband waves, which in turn 
produce a current enhancing the electromagnetic perturbation. The Langmuir wave enhances the growth over its linear value. 
The enhancement is larger at shorter wavelengths. For uO/c N 0.15, the growth rate is enhanced by a factor of 3/2. 

Recent experiments with an intense short pulse 
laser deal with plasmas produced via tunnelling ion- 
ization with a controllable density and with an 
anisotropic electron velocity distribution function. In 
these plasmas the transverse temperature is greater 

than the longitudinal one [ 11. Hence, one may have a 
streaming component of hot electrons. This system is 
unstable to the Weibel instability and can give rise to 

magnetic field generation through the amplification 

of an electromagnetic perturbation with a growth rate 
CQ,U,/C, where the subscript b stands for beam. 

We consider a plasma with electron density ni 

and electron temperature T,. An electron beam of 

density nib propagates through it with velocity u,?. 
A large amplitude Langmuir wave exists in the 
plasma with electrostatic potential 

+0 = +Oe-NoOr-k,z), 
(1) 

where w0 = WJl + k;U;2h/W;J”2, wpp = 
(477n0,e2/m)‘/*, e and m are the electronic charge 
and mass. 

In this Letter we investigate the effect of a large 
amplitude Langmuir wave of frequency o, _ or, on 
the Weibel instability. The Langmuir wave may be a 

result of a parametric process, e.g. Raman scattering, 
or could be produced by a laser wave via linear 
mode conversion. 

The Langmuir wave gives rise to an oscillatory 
velocity to electrons and causes density perturbations 
of plasma and beam electrons. For beam electrons, 

the oscillatory velocity and density are 

The electromagnetic perturbation couples to the 
pump wave to give rise to two sideband waves 
which in turn produce a nonlinear current enhancing 

the electromagnetic perturbation. 

&k,e 
UOb = - 

4 wo - kou, > 
$9 

n”o, eki +. 
nob = - 

m( w. - kou,)2. 
(2) 
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The plasma electron velocity, uO, and density, n,, 
can be obtained from Eqs. (2) by dropping the 
subscript b and taking us = 0. 

Now we perturb the equilibrium 
magnetic perturbation, 

by an electro- 

E = Ee-i(“‘-k.X), B = :k x E, 
0 

B is primarily polarized along 9. The nonlinear 
coupling between this perturbation and the pump 
produces sideband waves whose electrostatic poten- 
tials can be written as 

4, = +,e-i(wlf-kl*r), +Z = d+i(w,r-k2*r), (3) 

where w,~=w~w~, and k,,=I~9&+~i. The lin- 
ear response of beam electrons to 4, can be written 
as 

ek,d? 
v,b= - 

m( w, - k,:v,)* ’ 

&e~:~, 
nib= - 

m( WI - Q,)* . 
(4) 

The beam response to d2 can be obtained from Eqs. 
(4) by replacing 1 by 2. The linear response of 
plasma electrons to 4, is, 

e&k, 
“I=-- mu, ’ 

n, = &*,S,, (5) 

where x, = -<w& + kf &>/w~ is the plasma elec- 
tron susceptibility.The pump and the sideband waves 
produce a nonlinear current density at (0, k), 

JNL = - +n,evo - $n2evo - ~nlbev,,,, - $n2bev&, 

= - gc X,4,% + Xlb4l%) 

-~(x2424 +XZb42VO*bb (6) 

The linear current density, JL, due to the E and B 
fields can be obtained as 

JL= -nEev-&ev,- n,ev,. (7) 
Solving the equation of motion and continuity, 

eE eE A 
v=-z 

miw ’ 
Vb = - 

mio 

where we have taken E 11 2, JL can be written as 

(9) 

The magnetic field of the (w, k) perturbation cou- 
ples to the oscillatory velocity to produce pondermo- 
tive forces Fr,,, at (w,,*, k, *), 

e * 
Fp,= -gvo X B= lek4,,, 

Fpz= - $v,XB=iek&,, (10) 

where c#I~, = (1/2iw)v,* - E and c#I~? = 
-(1/2iw)v, - E. 

The ponderomotive potentials can produce the 
electron density perturbation, 

NL _ 
k* k2 

nib 
NL _ 

- GXb&b,’ n2b - GXb2&bl* (11) 

where #$b, = (1/2io)v,6 - E and +rb, = 
(1/2iw)v,, - E. 

Using the density perturbations in Poisson’s equa- 
tion, one obtains 

$4, = -(x2&* +Xb2+pbs)’ 
k; ’ 

(12) 

kr/wpp 

Fig. 1. Growth rate -y plotted versus normalized wave number 

kc/wPP. 
(8) 
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0.15 lVol/C 

Fig. 2. Normalized growth rate y/w,, plotted versus normalized 

oscillatory velocity I u. I/c. 

where 

yzp + G.24 2 

Wpb 

El.2 
=I- - 

2 
&J I .2 (WI,2 - h.2$4)2 . 

Using Eqs. (6) and (9) along with the wave equation 
for E, 

4i 0 w2 
VxVxE=c,(jL+JNL)+lE, 

one finds, 

w2 2 2 

k2----+!!j?+~ 
c2 

where 

w=t x,+ 

( 

Xlb 
2 

1 - kov,/wo 

X2b 
2 

1 - k,Uw, 

For k, - 3w,/c, imu, - 1 keV, and wpp >> mph, 
one gets 

k2 I $P I w;b I %b k2v2 

c2 c2 c2 ,2= 

l~,J20 d k2 
=- 

4c2 0 w2_ 42’ 

where A = w. - <wip + kfvti)“2, ad kv,,, < 
0.30,~. For large values of k, the roots are 

I/2 
4A2w2 v2 

+ pb s 

C2 1 
In case I v. I 2 = 0 (no pump wave) or A = 0, the 
growth rate defined by the root with minus inside 
and plus outside, is y N w~~v,/c. It might be noted 
that had A been positive we would have suppression 
of the Weibel instability. 

To conclude, in laser produced plasmas, drifting 
hot electrons are produced. One may model them as 
a beam propagating through a plasma. The system is 
unstable to purely growing electromagnetic perturba- 
tion (Weibel instability) on a time scale of y-’ = 

c/wppvs 
For nb - 4% np and imu,’ - 1 keV, y- ’ - 40 fs. 

Under the same conditions, where a large amplitude 
Langmuir wave exists in the system the magnetic 
perturbation grows faster. 

For I vol/c- 0.15, we find y- ’ - 25.7 fs. It 
might be noted that had we taken two beams of 
densities o$ = 2 wib and drift velocities vi = v,/2 
we would have found the same growth rate for the 
Weibel instability when a large amplitude Langmuir 
wave is taken into account. We may note also that 
when v, = 0 we still have an instability which is 
similar to the electromagnetic two stream instability 
studied by Tripathi and Liu [2]. 
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